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NOKENG MINE SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS

34% black-owned

200 direct jobs to be created (including the mining contractor)  

300 fixed-term jobs created during construction

Regulatory checklist completed:

 Mining right granted

 Environmental management plan approved

 Social and labour plan accepted

 Water use license awarded

 Environment impact assessment completed



PRESERVATION EFFORTS
Sub heading

Nokeng Mine appreciates its natural environment’s beauty and sensitivity. Several measures have been put in 
place to preserve the area’s pristine conditions:

  A potable water plant will be erected, 19 key boreholes will be sunk, monitored and evaluated 
for any potential impacts. All clean and dirty water will be separated and contained. Water 
usage will be limited and re-use maximised, with no dirty water discharged from site.

  Smaller blast intensities will be employed at a higher frequency to limit range of impact 
on the environment. Primary crushers will be positioned on the same side of road as mine 
operations to limit vehicle interference and crossing of main road. Concurrent backfilling of 
the pit will minimise the footprint size of any spoil dumps, with key topsoil being preserved for 
rehabilitation purposes.

  Sensitive environmental areas will be carefully demarcated and monitored, with limited 
crossing points, and dust suppression measures will be in place. 

  Natural vegetation will be preserved as much as possible – and used, where possible – to create 
natural barriers to camouflage mine infrastructure. Buildings, etc will be painted to further 
reduce their visual impact. All protected tree types will be demarcated. 



OUR CO-OPERATION WITH DINOKENG GAME RESERVE

CONTACT US
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SepFluor engaged Dinokeng Tsa Taemane and the 
Dinokeng Game Reserve and all of our plans and 
activities have been absorbed in Dinokeng Game 
Reserve’s future planning in the same way as those 
of Vergenoeg Mining Company. We will continue to 
manage the mine surrounds as a typical game farm 
conservation environment.

Our commitment to our communities

In consultation with the community and with 
reference to the Local Development Plan Nokeng 
Mine and its partners will: 

•  Provision of educational Infrastructure and an 
upliftment programme to the value of  
R1.7 million.

•  Improve healthcare facilities in partnership with 
the Department of Health, Bela-Bela, Thembisile, 
the City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality 
and JS Moroka Local Municipality to the value of 
R1.35 million.

•  Nokeng undertakes to support the Kakaramba/
Ziligeleni Farming and United Poultry project by 
providing funding, training and infrastructure 
requirements to the value of R1.2 million.

•  Establish and mobilise a community-based 
education and training centre to the value of  
R10 million.


